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HUMAN RELATIONS SPECIALIST II

Positions in this class provide advanced human relations consultation and program supervision as well
as assistance to the Commission Director in Commission program development and interpretation.
Employees serve as lead consultants over either the Investigative or Community Relations Unit with
responsibility for providing direction to a group of Human Relations Specialist I positions who conduct
outreach/community relations activities, provide crisis intervention support, and handle
housing/employment discrimination complaints.  Employees are involved in more complex/sensitive
discrimination cases, provide outreach support in more hostile settings, and provide assistance to the
Commission Director in Commission program planning and development activities.  Employees
supervise the lower level specialists to include assigning and reviewing their work and appraising their
performance.  Work is performed under the administrative supervision of the Commission Director and
is reviewed through periodic conferences and reports to determine the effectiveness of the State’s
Human Relations Program.

I. DIFFICULTY OF WORK:

Variety and Scope - Work involves providing direct investigation and conciliation on the more complex
or sensitive housing and employment discrimination cases.  Develops investigative plans, drafts written
documentation of findings, initiates and develops final conciliation agreements.  Where litigation action
may be appropriate, cases are referred to supervisor for review.  Provides crisis intervention in civil
rights conflicts and makes presentations to community groups, private business groups and realtor
organizations to inform and educate them regarding legal rights and consistent practices on human
relations issues.

Intricacy - Work requires considerable skills in the interpretation, analysis, and application of federal
and state laws, rules, and regulations related to housing, employment civil rights; and abilities in
negotiation, mediation, crisis intervention, and conflict resolution.

Subject Matter Complexity - Work is considered substantially complex with requirement for
considerable knowledge surrounding federal and state civil rights legislation and laws regarding equal
access to housing, public accommodations and employment.  Must possess extensive understanding
of legal precedent and procedures regarding non-compliance with applicable laws, and methods of
conflict resolution and management.

Guidelines - Guides range from federal and state discrimination statutes and case law to reference
materials regarding resolution of discrimination complaints, human relations disputes, and outreach
methods.

II. RESPONSIBILITY:

Nature of Instructions - Daily work is carried out independently without specific direction or guidance
from immediate supervisor.  Instructions regarding work are usually expressed in terms of broad
agency policies and Federal and State mandates for service delivery.

Nature of Review - Work is reviewed on a general basis by supervisor except for review of sensitive
legal issues or activities involving civil rights based disputes.

Scope of Decisions - Work decisions directly impact upon clients who feel they have been
discriminated against in areas of housing, employment and public accommodations.  Work may also
impact the outcome of crisis intervention and positive public relations attitudes.
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Consequence of Decisions - Decisions may result in clients rights being abridged or denied to possible
escalation of tense human relations situations which may arise among differing public factions.

III. INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS:

Scope of Contacts - Work involves regular contact with the highest levels of Federal, State, and local
governmental officials, attorneys, law enforcement personnel, officials of special interest groups,
officials of corporations and businesses, special interest organizations as well as people with a wide
variety of social, economic, and ethnic backgrounds.

Nature and Purpose - Investigation and conciliation of the more complex housing and employment
discrimination complaints; education and public awareness of civil rights, mediation and conflict
resolution; educating and advising the public of their legal rights and responsibilities regarding civil
rights laws and to encourage attitudes which will promote opportunity of social and economic
development and improving human relations.

IV. OTHER WORK DEMANDS:

Work Conditions - Employees work primarily in a normal office setting, but work does require some
travel; field staff travel more frequently.

Hazards - Work may involve dealing with hostile or angry individuals or groups.

V. RECRUITMENT STANDARDS:

Knowledges, Skills, and Abilities - Ability to conceive, develop and implement programs, provide
training and guidance to staff and administrative and technical assistance as problems/issues occur.
Substantial knowledge of federal and state civil rights and anti-discrimination laws, statutes and
regulations.  Knowledge of legal research techniques and investigation techniques.  Knowledge of
understanding of social and economic causes of discrimination and human relations problems.  Skills
in negotiation and mediation techniques, and settlement of opposing viewpoints.  Ability to work
effectively under pressure and exercise tact and diplomacy in tense situations.  Considerable
knowledge of state and local governmental structures, and ability to deal with people on official and
community levels.  Strong verbal communication and writing skills to effectively present ideas.  Ability
to evaluate and disseminate factual information soundly and create proposals for solutions to
problems.  Ability to maintain fair conciliation of civil rights and human relations complaints and
disputes.

Minimum Training and Experience Requirements - Graduation from a four-year college or university
and four years experience in social work, personnel administration, rehabilitation counseling,
investigation, or a related field which provides an understanding of human relations issues, programs,
and problems; or an equivalent combination of training and experience.

Special Note - This is generalized representation of positions in this class and is not intended to identify
essential functions per ADA.  Examples of work are primarily essential functions of the majority of
positions in this class, but may not be applicable to all positions.


